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MAS Proposes Refining Tier Structure 

Requirements and New Remuneration 

Restrictions for Financial Advisers  

 
Executive Summary 
 

The remuneration practice of the financial advisory ("FA") industry is regulated by the Monetary Authority 

of Singapore ("MAS"). To better align the interests of FA representatives and supervisors with those of 

their clients, MAS made the following key proposals on remuneration requirements: 

 

• Clarification on policy intent and refinement to the tier structure requirements, including defining 

"overriding benefits" and when they may be paid;  

 

• New restrictions on direct payment of remuneration to, and acceptance of remuneration by, 

representatives and/or supervisors of other FA firms.  

 

MAS also suggested extending the application of the proposed refined tier structure requirements to all 

financial advisers, including exempt financial advisers that operate tier structures.  

 

These proposals come on the back of MAS reprimanding a number of major insurers for failing to meet 

requirements on remuneration of FA supervisors in June 2021.  

 

These proposals are set out in MAS' Consultation Paper titled "Proposals to Refine the Tier Structure 

Requirements and to Introduce New Requirements Relating to Remuneration" ("Consultation Paper"), 

available here.  

 

The consultation period is from 12 July 2021 to 13 August 2021. 

  

https://www.linkedin.com/company/rajah-&-tann
https://www.mas.gov.sg/publications/consultations/2021/cp-on-proposals-to-refine-the-tier-structure-requirements-and-to-introduce-new-requirements-relating-to-remuneration
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Refinement to Tier Structure Requirements 
 

Clarifications to ensure remuneration practices are aligned with policy intent  

 

Currently, direct life insurers1 and licensed financial advisers2 ("LFAs")  that operate tier structures are 

required to ensure that the structure has a maximum of three tiers - Manager (Third Tier), Supervisor 

(Second Tier) and Representative (First Tier) ("tier structure requirements"). The tier structure 

requirements for direct life insurers are set out in MAS Notice 306 on Market Conduct Standards for Life 

Insurers Providing Financial Advisory Services ("MAS Notice 306"). MAS' policy intent is for the Second 

Tier and Third Tier to effectively supervise the lower tiers in their financial advisory and sales activities 

and limit the payment of overriding benefits to only the Second Tier and Third Tier. LFAs are subject to 

similar requirements as part of their licensing conditions under the Financial Advisers Act ("FAA").  

 

However, certain FA firms have tier structures and remuneration practices that are not aligned with the 

policy intent. For instance, some FA firms have interpreted "overriding benefits" narrowly to mean only 

"overriding commissions" so that tier exists only when a person receives "overriding commissions". 

Additionally, some FA firms have paid other types of benefits (other than "overriding commissions") to 

persons in addition to the Second Tier and Third Tier (e.g. Fourth Tier) as well as to persons who do 

not exercise supervisory duties of a Second Tier or Third Tier.   
  

To address these issues, MAS proposes certain key changes to clarify and refine the tier structure 

requirements as follows:   

 

• FA firms that operate a tier structure for the provision of any financial advisory service and/or the 

sale of any investment product are required to ensure such a tier structure only consists of the First 

Tier, Second Tier and Third Tier. The Second Tier and Third Tier are responsible for supervising 

the lower tiers in their financial advisory and sales activities.  

 

• FA firms may only pay overriding benefits, computed based on the provision of any financial 

advisory service or the sale of any investment product following the provision of any financial 

advisory service by representatives, to individuals in the Second Tier and Third Tier3.  

 

• Refine the definition of "overriding benefits" to include any remuneration payable to any person 

other than the representative who provided the financial advisory services, whether on a periodic 

 
1 Licensed under the Insurance Act to carry on life business.  
2 Entities licensed section 13 of the FAA to carry on the business of providing any financial advisory service but does not include 
any person specified in the First Schedule of the FAA.  
3 The Second Tier and Third Tier need not be representatives to be considered as part of the tier structure. This is because 
under the current rules, a person need not be a representative if he does not conduct the regulated activity of providing financial 
advisory services under the FAA.  
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basis or otherwise, where the person's entitlement to that remuneration, or the amount of that 

remuneration, is determined by reference to one or more factors as listed in the Consultation Paper.  

 

• Payment of overriding benefits will be limited to a maximum of two supervisors (i.e. Second Tier 

and Third Tier) of each representative, for the provision of any financial advisory service or the sale 

of any investment product following the provision of any financial advisory service by the 

representative.  

 

• Supervisors will be prohibited from accepting overriding benefits from any person other than the 

FA firm of which he is a supervisor.  

 

For a list of non-exhaustive examples on unacceptable remuneration practices, please refer to Annex B 

of the Consultation Paper. To harmonise the tier structure requirements for direct life insurers and LFAs, 

MAS proposes to impose these requirements under the FAA. The relevant provisions in MAS Notice 

306 and the corresponding licensing conditions for LFAs will thus be repealed.  

 

Extend application to exempt financial advisers 

 

In addition, to ensure consistency across the FA industry, it is proposed that the tier structure 

requirements be extended to exempt FA firms such as banks, merchant banks, finance companies, 

insurance brokers and certain capital market services licensees. MAS noted that there should be no 

impact on these exempt FA firms to the extent that they do not pay overriding benefits.  

Restrictions Against Direct Payment or Acceptance of Remuneration  
 

Volume-based incentives  

 

MAS has observed that in addition to paying volume-based incentives (that include both monetary and 

non-monetary incentives) ("VBI") to FA firms for the sale of their life business products, direct life 

insurers also offer VBI directly to the representatives and supervisors of these FA firms. This occurs in 

some cases without the knowledge of the FA firms, impeding the ability of FA firms to exercise effective 

oversight of their own representatives and supervisors.  

 

To address these issues, MAS proposes to prohibit persons other than the principal FA firms from 

determining, communicating and paying VBI (offered by the direct life insurers) directly to the 

representatives of these FA firms. This aims to facilitate better oversight and control by FA firms over 

their representatives. As such, an FA firm will need to first determine whether to participate in any VBI 

campaigns offered by direct life insurers. Besides the qualifying criteria set by direct life insurers, the FA 

firm may establish additional criteria that consider factors such as the conduct and compliance track 

record of its representatives in determining the amount of VBI that should be paid to its representatives. 
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MAS also clarified that direct life insurers may still pay VBI to FA firms under a business-to-business 

arrangement. 

 

In similar vein, MAS intends to prohibit representatives of FA firms from receiving VBI for the sale of life 

business products directly from any person who is not their principal, such as direct life insurers and 

other product manufacturers.  

 

Spreading and capping of commissions  

 

The rules concerning commission are set out in the Financial Advisers (Remuneration) Regulations 

2015 and the Insurance (Remuneration) Regulations 2015 (collectively, "Remuneration Regulations"). 

Under the relevant rules in the Remuneration Regulations, an FA firm may make commission payments 

to its own representatives and supervisors, and to representatives and supervisors of another FA firm, 

for the sale of regular premium life policies.   

 

To align with the proposals on VBI payments, MAS intends to amend the Remuneration Regulations to 

prohibit FA firms from making such payments to representatives and supervisors of other FA firms. This 

aims to ensure that FA firms have direct oversight and control over the remuneration that their 

representatives and supervisors receive from selling regular premium life policies of other insurers.  

 

Implementation   
 
FA firms are reminded to focus on the policy intent of MAS' rules in designing their remuneration 

arrangements and comply with the letter and spirit of the rules. MAS emphasised that it will not hesitate 

to take action against FA firms that circumvent MAS' regulations.  

 

To effect the foregoing proposals in this Consultation Paper, MAS will issue a subsequent consultation 

on the relevant legislative amendments.  

 

If you have any queries on the above development or would like to submit any feedback to the 

Consultation Paper, please feel free to contact our team members below who will be happy to assist.   
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Rajah & Tann Asia is a network of legal practices based in Asia. 

 

Member firms are independently constituted and regulated in accordance with relevant local legal requirements. Services provided by a 

member firm are governed by the terms of engagement between the member firm and the client. 

 

This update is solely intended to provide general information and does not provide any advice or create any relationship, whether legally 

binding or otherwise. Rajah & Tann Asia and its member firms do not accept, and fully disclaim, responsibility for any loss or damage which 

may result from accessing or relying on this update. 
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Our Regional Presence 

 

 
 
 
 

Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP is one of the largest full-service law firms in Singapore, providing high quality advice to an impressive list of clients.  
We place strong emphasis on promptness, accessibility and reliability in dealing with clients. At the same time, the firm strives towards a practical 
yet creative approach in dealing with business and commercial problems. As the Singapore member firm of the Lex Mundi Network, we are able to 
offer access to excellent legal expertise in more than 100 countries.  
 
Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP is part of Rajah & Tann Asia, a network of local law firms in Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, 
Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. Our Asian network also includes regional desks focused on Brunei, Japan and South 
Asia.    
 
The contents of this Update are owned by Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP and subject to copyright protection under the laws of Singapore and, through 
international treaties, other countries. No part of this Update may be reproduced, licensed, sold, published, transmitted, modified, adapted, publicly 
displayed, broadcast (including storage in any medium by electronic means whether or not transiently for any purpose save as permitted herein) 
without the prior written permission of Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP. 
 
Please note also that whilst the information in this Update is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief at the time of writing, it is only intended 
to provide a general guide to the subject matter and should not be treated as a substitute for specific professional advice for any particular course 
of action as such information may not suit your specific business and operational requirements. It is to your advantage to seek legal advice for your 
specific situation. In this regard, you may call the lawyer you normally deal with in Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP or email Knowledge & Risk 
Management at eOASIS@rajahtann.com. 


